Kylee Hopkin June 2019 Employee of the Month

06/01/2019

Kylee Hopkin was honored as the March 2019 USU Employee of the Month, seen here with her supervisor and nominator, Lisa Simmons

Kylee Hopkin, Program Coordinator for Student Orientation and Transition Services (SOTS), was selected as the June 2019 Employee of the Month.

Lisa Simmons, SOTS Director, nominated Kylee in recognition of her outstanding work during her time with SOTS. This has included improving whatever tasks she undertakes. Everything from creating registration guides for more than 100 majors and emphasis areas on the Logan campus (and adapting them into accessible web content as well), to creating supplemental videos to answer frequently asked questions, to tracking down answers for students, to running focus-groups with local students, to working with a recruiter to set up high school visits, and so much more, have been tackled and mastered by Kylee.

According to Lisa, she can "delegate anything to her and know that she will do a great job. She holds herself to a high standard, and she capitalizes her great working relationships to get things done." She is truly a "credit to USU!"

Congratulations Kylee on a well-deserved honor!